Prison + Neighborhood Arts Project (PNAP) is a
collective of artists, writers and scholars who organize
arts and humanities classes for people at Stateville
prison. Each year, scholarly and creative work is
developed in the prison that is then exhibited in
neighborhood galleries. PNAP understands access
to education and art to be fundamental human rights
capable of transforming people, systems, and futures.
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I Am Here: Writing Time and Place, Spring 2015
Facilitators: Amy Partridge and Erica R. Meiners
Let brotherly love continue. Do not forget to entertain strangers, for
by so doing some have unwittingly entertained angels. Remember
the prisoners as if chained with them — those who are mistreated
— since you yourself are in the body also.
—Hebrews 13:1-3
This writing workshop introduced tools for crafting several genres of
writing (such as the op-ed, the blog post, the open letter and the personal
essay). Students examined current and historical examples of each genre,
practiced writing in each genre, tried different approaches to giving and
receiving feedback, and deepened their relationship with revision by
working on one piece of writing through multiple phases of development.
Students also experimented with developing an individual process and
ritual for writing, and were introduced to opportunities and resources
for collaboration and publication. Several students submitted pieces they
had worked on throughout the semester for publication to blogs and
periodicals.
Throughout the term we brought in guest experts and writers including, Jill Petty, an editor at Beacon Press, who talked about the editing
process, Ajitha Reddy, a lawyer, offered a workshop on legal writing, and
Fred Sasaki, from the Poetry Foundation, discussed the publication and
design process.
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Open Letter
To My Loving Wife
by Keith Bland
I’m writing you today filled with concern as well as timidity because I’m
not quite sure how you will perceive this letter. I will begin by telling you
that I think you are a wonderful woman, wife and mother. Even though
I’m in prison, I still consider myself blessed because through you I am
able to be a father to our children and play an intricate part in their lives
as well as their upbringing.
I received a letter from our youngest daughter today. She wrote me
about the whipping she received from you because she was being disrespectful. The part of her letter that stuck out to me was when she told me
that she “hates you.” I understand that emotion toward a parent because
as you know, I was a victim of child abuse. The whippings that I endured
left internal scars that cripple me emotionally, to this very day.
I do believe in disciplining a child, but I don’t believe in whippings.
Whippings desensitize the child from their parent, either temporarily or
permanently. I believe sometimes people forget to consider the humanity
in children. Children can have strong feelings just like adults. Because of
this, whippings can make children lose their way in this world, especially
if they don’t have another protective and understanding parent to offer
them emotional sanctuary.
My love, whippings are designed to break the sprit in animals and
humans. I know that this isn’t your intent when you discipline our children. Whippings will make a child question themselves and their self
worth. That level of violence confuses a child. How can a child feel loved,
cherished and valued by a parent that inflicts physical pain and torture
on them?
When a trainer attempts to tame and break a horse, he will use the whip
to inflict fear and pain in the animal in order to force him to do his will.
Whippings undermine the intelligence of the child. Whippings communicate that he or she cannot understand verbal instruction or correction,
9
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so you must be trained in the same fashion as a four-legged beast.
Similarly, there was a time when whites used the whip to inflict fear
and pain on Black people to force them to do their will and break their
spirits. This is the origin of the whipping. This is a behavior that Blacks
adopted from slave masters.
This long lasting tradition of whipping our children is a byproduct
of slavery and Jim Crowism and it should be eliminated from the Black
community through education that teaches the origin of this behavior.
Child abuse laws alone are not enough, because many Black parents
reject the laws and the restrictions associated regarding punishment and
raising a child. In rejecting the laws, it’s common to hear a parent ignoring
and proudly exclaim, “Can’t nobody tell me how to raise my child.” I
believe parents like this view their children as personal property, rather
than delicate little people whose entire lives hang in the balance of how
they are being raised.
I hope and pray that you will consider this knowledge born of my own
experiences when you assess how best to discipline our children.

Why It’s Imperative That Stateville
Offer College Courses
by Joseph Dole
While the courts refuse to acknowledge this fact, the writers of the
Illinois Constitution wanted the goal of our criminal justice system to
return people who commit crimes to useful citizenship. Article 1, Section
11 reads, “all penalties shall be determined both according to the seriousness of the offense and with the objective of restoring the offender to
useful citizenship.”
For that reason, the Illinois Code of Corrections was likewise written
to list as two of its four purposes the following: “(a)prescribe sanctions
proportionate to the seriousness of the offense and permit the recognition
of differences in rehabilitation possibilities among individual offenders;
… and (d) restore offenders to useful citizenship.”
Unfortunately, words mean little on paper if they are not actually enforced. The Illinois legislature, our judges, and the Illinois Department of
Corrections (IDOC), have all disregarded this objective. The legislature has
authorized the death penalty (now abolished due to mismanagement),
life without parole (LWOP) sentences, gun enhancements, and other
mandatory minimum sentences that combine to deny even juveniles any
chance of ever regaining their freedom.
Even after the U.S. Supreme Court outlawed mandatory LWOP sentence
for juveniles, Illinois judges have no qualms about re-sentencing juveniles
to LWOP or a number of years that ensure they will leave prison in a pine
box. Those same judges routinely sentence men, women, and children to
die in prison with no opportunity for release. The IDOC pays lip service to
rehabilitating people, but expends no resources to do so, which is clearly
evident in the death of programs and the revolving-door recidivism rates
of releases.
Voters are not immune from blame. They elect both the legislators and
judges in Illinois. They help feed a vicious cycle where they only elect
tough-on-crime spewing, fear-mongering officials, so the next people
11
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running for office get elected by those claiming to be tougher on crime
and prey on their fears even more. These laws are all to the detriment of
anyone trying to turn their lives around after coming into contact with
the criminal justice system. Admittedly, voters at this point have been
brain-washed by nearly five decades of tough-on-crime rhetoric from both
government officials and the news media, so at this point little thought
goes into it. It’s more of a knee-jerk reaction. without any contemplation
voters disregard any candidate labeled “soft-on-crime.” Voters have punished any legislator of judge who showed any belief in people’s potential
to rehabilitated. Smeared as “soft” officials were thrown out of office. New
candidates understand this is a sure-fire way to lose an election.
So, while the state constitution and code of corrections may proclaim
a goal of restoring people to useful citizenship, the reality is that nothing
is actually being done to achieve it. Moreover, current sentencing laws,
and prison rules, regulations, and polices are often designed to thwart an
incarcerated person’s attempts at self-rehabilitation. For instance, any
significant amount of money saved for release is confiscated to pay off
the costs of incarceration and the rare prisoner with sufficient funds to
enroll in college correspondence courses is barred from getting a degree
because they’re denied access to proctors to monitor any exams. Staff or
volunteers willing to proctor exams are banned from doing so. Accordingly,
prisoners who will never get out are never allowed to be a useful citizen,
and those who do get out, are more likely to return to prison within three
years than be returned to useful citizenship.
There is really only one tried-and-true way to achieve this objective, but
Illinois has largely abandoned the half-assed efforts toward this goal — a
college education. Many years ago, there were relatively modest college
programs in nearly every Illinois prison. They were highly effective in
ensuring that the handful of students enrolled in them did not return to
prison. One that survived past the turn of the century was run by Roosevelt
University. The Chicago Sun-Times reported in 2001 that “[g]raduates of
Roosevelt University’s program in the [IDOC] have a 4.6 percent recidivism rate, compared with the states overall recidivism rate of 46 percent.’
Nothing else has been shown to be so effective.
Nevertheless, in the frenzy of tough-on-crime rhetoric in 1994, the
federal government, at the demand of a public who felt people in prison
don’t deserve an education, stripped Pell Grant eligibility for all prisoners,
decimating prison college programs across the country. According to a
policy brief by The Education from the Inside Out Coalition:
The 1994 elimination of eligibility for Pell Grant for the incarcerated
was a server blow to post secondary education programs. Without
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funding, community colleges, colleges and universities withdrew
from the correctional education market. According to a 1997 study,
within three years of the bans enactment, the number of higher
education programs dropped from 350 to 8 nationally. In 2004, a
nationwide survey of prison systems found that postsecondary
correctional education was available only to about five percent of
the overall prison population.
After Pell Grants were banned for incarcerated people, college programs in Illinois maximum-security prisons completely disappeared.
Also eliminated where almost all vocational courses as well. By 2010, the
John Howard Association (JHA) reported:
For much of the past decade, Illinois has allowed it’s prison vocational and academic programs to whither away… This trend is
significant… Education protects the public from crime. Now the pace
of neglect is accelerating… When education reduces recidivism, it
minimizes the financial and social cost of crime. Education does
not cost the public money. The management of the [IDOC] supports
education in its prisons, but unless state government finds money
to finance the community colleges, prison educational programs
are certain to continue shrinking and the public will be the victims.
The JHA found that the annual cost of the then remaining programs
throughout Illinois was $9.8 million. At the same time though, these
programs save the state $10.4 million each year. There clearly is a monetary
return on investment. However, even if it were just a wash, and the state
saved the same amount it spent, it would still reduce crime and heartache.
Supporting college and vocational programs, and thus rehabilitation,
also means standing by our proclaimed deal as a country that everyone deserves a second chance, that people can change, and that people
should be able to pursue. Each of these mandates we have largely, and
shortsightedly, abandoned in practice for anyone entering the IDOC. We
have replaced those ideals with systemic discrimination and ostracism of
anyone in prison or released from prison. Even those we let out are never
fully allowed to reenter society.
Everyone now admits that prison college programs make prisons safer
and reduce recidivism. For many years it had been viewed by the IDOC
administration as pointless to educate long-term prisoners. In an alleged
about-face “a top IDOC manager said at a recent [2010] John Howard
Association forum that the department plans to expand its educational
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opportunities to include long-term inmates [because as the] manager
noted…” “research indicates that an educated inmate is better behaved.”
Of course, actions speak louder than words. Five years later there are
still no college or vocational classes available to the thousands of men
in Illinois’s maximum security prisons which house mainly long-term
prisoners. The administration’s rote excuse is that there is still no money
from programs. On its face this is true. In the face of the tsunami of new
people being admitted to the IDOC, the JHA, in 2011, found that although
appropriations to the IDOC had increased by more that 60% since 1995
alone, “there are still not enough resources to staff educational and vocational programs that help inmates get jobs and stay out of prison.”
If lack of funds was the sole implement to college or vocational courses
one would think that prison wardens would be extremely welcoming to
universities and professors willing to volunteer their time, raise money,
and establish programs for free. Instead, the IDOC administration impedes any expansion of the meager non-accredited programs at Stateville.
Moreover, they allow IDOC staff to overly censor both teachers and students, and harass all involved to discourage professors from volunteering
and students from enrolling.
Students’ class materials and projects are routinely destroyed or thrown
out during shakedowns. Final projects are often confiscated. Graduations
are arbitrarily cancelled 90% of the time, and not allowed to be rescheduled.
Teachers are routinely treated as suspects. On more than one occasion they
have arrived in class in tears after being excessively groped by overzealous guards during pat-downs. Many have been arbitrarily banned from
Stateville after being falsely accused of misconduct as a pretense to cancel
courses or in an attempt to cancel an entire program.
The only two remaining maximum-security prisons in Illinois that
house general population inmates are Menard and Stateville Correctional
Centers. In 2010, the JHA reported that, with no programs, people in
Menard were simply being “warehoused”. On the other hand, while
programs in Stateville were severely lacking, the JHA gave the prison
administration credit for allowing some volunteers to come in and offer
non-accredited college-level classes.
In the intervening years, Stateville has had relatively few staff assaults and lockdowns are short, usually no more than a week. Meanwhile
at Menard, violence has exploded. Menard is now on a vicious cycle of
month-long lockdown, followed by staff assault, and another month long
down. It has gotten so bad that the chaplain now preaches from behind a
razor wire topped fence, and guards hide in protective cages in the chow
hall, law library, and elsewhere.
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There are two main differences between Menard and Stateville. First,
the aforementioned programs in Stateville and the lack thereof in Menard.
This means people in Stateville at least have some opportunity to get out
of the cell converse with academics and work towards a goal. At Stateville
inmate have some potential for access to intellectual stimulation and
outlets for contributing to the discourse on societal ills. People in Menard
don’t have that.
Second, guards in Menard have for decades been extremely disrespectful to people incarcerated. Moreover, they hound the population over
every petty rule infraction, most of which are completely unnecessary
to maintain security. Inmates routinely assault staff just because it is a
sure ticket out of one of the most racist and oppressive environments
in the IDOC. People there remain idle in their cells, constantly harassed,
ensuring that stress, anxiety, frustration, and rage all rise.
In Stateville, on the other hand, guards used to often overlook rule
violations that don’t affect security. This helped to keep stress and rage
down which greatly lessened the frequency in which someone found it
necessary to retaliate against staff in order to find some semblance of
justice, and whereto the sole means available to them is violence.
In 2006, as part of it’s “Campaign For Responsible Priorities,” AFSCME
(The American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees),
the guard’s union lambasted the IDOC in a report titled “Failing Grade:
The Decline In Educational Opportunities for Illinois Inmates.” AFSCME
argued that such a decline makes both prisons and society less safe. Four
years later, one Menard guard would tell a JHA tour group that “[w]e
have to go give these guys something to do. If we don’t they’re going to
cause problems.” They weren’t given something to do though. Instead,
guards in all of Illinois’s maximum-security prisons began conspiring to
instigate staff assaults.
In the fight to close Tamms Supermax Prison in 2011, AFSCME constantly argued that Tamms was necessary for institutional safety at all
prisons. Once people began transferring from Tamms to other max joints,
AFSCME and individual guards started telling the media that staff assaults
were rising because of it. The IDOC released statistics proving otherwise,
so guards, especially at Menard, began instigating more confrontations
with inmates. This greatly contributed to the rise in staff assaults in
Menard in 2012 and forward. People there were already living in conditions
largely similar to disciplinary segregation (i.e. locked in cells all day, no
programs, few privileges.) Then staff began increasingly to antagonize
prisoners. More inmates felt like they had nothing to lose by assaulting
staff over the accumulating injustices they were forced to endure.
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After the explosion of violence at Menard, the administration, in 2014,
finally started working towards bring back programs, which had been
abandoned more than a decade earlier. Of course, none are college programs, but something is better than nothing. Ironically, and worryingly,
Stateville seems to be heading in the opposite direction. More and more
guards vocally advocate opening Tamms back up, and complain about
having to run program lines.
Not only are students increasingly censored unnecessarily, teachers
increasingly harassed, and a number of courses are eliminated; but staff
have begun nit-picking over petty rule violations, inciting racism among
inmates, antagonizing inmates by rocking cell bars twice a day, and routinely canceling yards, classes, law library and personal property lines,
and graduations for the most arbitrary of reasons. All of these actions
inevitably increase tensions between inmates and staff. If violence erupts
at Stateville, no one should be surprised.
While everyone pays lips service to how great a college education is for
rehabilitating people in prison, and both guards and the administration
claim they would like these programs to return with the needed funding
from inside, it seems more of a façade than anything.
The IDOC has nearly a one and a half billion-dollar budget, but can’t find
the money. Neither the state nor federal legislatures will allocate money
for college courses. If everyone were really in favor of reducing recidivism,
at the very least, we would see all of the following: 1) government would
find the money for college programs; 2) the administration at Stateville
would be working to expand and accredit the volunteer programs, be
accommodating to the volunteers, and encourage the incarcerated to seek
a college degree; and 3) guards wouldn’t be: a) banning people accused of
being a member of a security threat group or who have a staff assault in
their history from enrolling; b) complaining about having to run program
lines; c) harassing volunteers; d) arbitrarily censoring students; nor e)
confiscating their school materials at every turn.
College courses are needed at Stateville for a variety of reasons. First
and foremost, to return people confined there to useful citizenship. College
courses are the single, nearly foolproof way of doing so.
The Alabama State Board of Education found that “[c]orrectional education appears to be the number one factor in reducing recidivism rates
nationwide.” Prison Connections reported on 1997 that in “Alabama the
general prison population recidivism rate in any given 12 month period
averages 35% as compared to 1% for every inmate who completed post
secondary degrees in prison.”
Maryland looked at the recidivism rates of over 19,00 people released
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from prison who were in general population. They found that nearly half
(46%) returned to prison within three years, but out of the 120 who left
after receiving a college degree while inside, not a single one returned.
James Gilligan, a psychiatrist and former director of mental health in
Massachusetts prison system, found similar results when looking at the
issue there. He reported that:
While several programs had worked, the most successful of all, and
the only that had been 100 percent effective in preventing recidivism
was the program that allowed inmates to receive a college degree
while in prison. Several hundred prisoners in Massachusetts had
completed at least bachelor’s degree while in prison over a 25-year
period, and not one had returned to prison for a new crime.
Therefore, college courses are needed because they protect society.
This is clearly shown in the recidivism statistics in Illinois. Prior to the
elimination of Pell Grants and the decimation of college course in Illinois
prisons, overall recidivism rates hovered around 42%–44%. (Hardly stellar,
but the college programs, etc. were still only reaching a small percentage of
the prison population). Afterwards, the recidivism rate in Illinois steadily
rose to where it is today, hovering between 54%–58%.
Common sense tells us that out of the thousands people who find themselves again behind bar — some committing robberies, rapes, burglaries,
sexual assaults, and murders — if they have been rehabilitated through
college courses, the recidivism rate would have remained low. Bringing
back and expanding programs at Stateville and all Illinois prisons, would
greatly reduce crimes committed by people recently released from prison.
The denial of an education in prison compounds criminality for a
couple of reasons. First, it sends a message that, despite the State constitution, laws, rhetoric about rehabilitation and second chances, the reality is
that people in Stateville are being told they are not.

Dreams and Nightmares
by Samuel Karim
It pains me to say that since Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s untimely death
there hasn’t been much change. Instead, his dreams for a better America
have turned into a nightmare. It has never been the dream to see more
black and brown men in prison than there are in college. It was never his
dream that innocent black and brown men and women would still be
dying at the hands of white police officers in 2015, when a black man is
president of the United States of America. It was never the dream to see
the black community overrun with abortion clinics and liquor stores. It
was never the dream for 94% of all black households to be single parent
homes. He surely never dreamed that the black man would become his
own oppressor and it was definitely not his dream to see the black man
on the brink of extinction in the 21st century.
I guess Dr. King had a reality check when he said to Mr. Harry Belafonte,
“You know, we fought long and hard for the integration … But I tell you,
Harry, I’ve come to a realization that really deeply troubles me. I’ve come
to the realization that I think we may be integrating into a burning house.”
When I think about this in the context of the dream Dr. King had for
black America, I see our slow death in the storm of this hellish nightmare.
But before we can rise up we must first wake up and face the fact that we
are living as second-class citizens and that our only hope of getting out of
this whole is to get right with God, allowing his love to be our moving force.
With this in mind, I would like to leave you with another thought
from Dr. King:
Throughout our history, laws affirming Negro rights have consistently been circumvented by ingenious evasions, which render them
void in practice. Laws that affect the whole population — draft laws,
income tax laws, and traffic laws — manage to work even though
they may be unpopular; but laws passed for Negros’ benefit are so
widely unenforced that it is a mockery to call them laws.
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Open Letter
by Samuel Karim
Let brotherly love continue. Do not forget to entertain strangers, for
by so doing some have unwittingly entertained angles. Remember
the prisoners as if chained with them — those who are mistreated
— since you yourself are in the body also.
—Hebrews 13:1-3
Dear Ms. Elizabeth Dozier,
Top of the day!
I write to you with all due respect and love. Myself and a few other men
here at Statesville Correctional Center have faithfully watched Chicagoland
on CNN with very attentive eyes. But before I dive into that I want to first
offer up my truth. The reason why I write is not to curse what you are doing
because I do believe that you get the school-to-prison pipeline that so many
have experienced in the Chicago Public School system. But I want you to
understand that to save one life I will do what it is that I am called to do.
So with that said, please allow me to offer my view on the last few weeks
of the show, which have been very eye opening and have put my spirits in
turmoil because I was a part of the destruction and devastation that you
are fighting against. This is why I write to you today. Ms. Dozier, I can no
longer turn a blind eye and act as if this isn’t our fault, we are “them” and
they are “us.” I and others here at the prison are truly inspired by your
“you do as I do” call to action. We know too that now our voices must
be heard. You see, it doesn’t sit well to see our babies dying and to know
that I am indirectly responsible for each gun fired, each child raped, and
every bag of dope sold in our community. I can no longer look the other
way because if you know about it but do nothing, then you are a part of
the problem. What I am saying is that at some point someone is going to
have to fall on the knife to stop it from cutting our babies.
I truly know and understand that you have the weight of the world on
your shoulders, but Ms. Dozier, I’m here to tell you that God doesn’t put
19
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on us more than we can handle. It is you who has been chosen to save our
babies from themselves. But, truthfully, it hit hard when I saw you turn
a young man away, who seemed to not get it, and refuse to help him and
even more so when you turned away a young lady who was fighting in
school. I said to myself, “please Ms. Dozier, don’t kick the babies out.” I also
thought that maybe you don’t know what its like to come from the place
that both of those young people do. I understand because I attended over
fifteen schools between kindergarten to ninth grade, and I only spent a few
days in ninth grade. So I understand all too well about being turned away
and told that you can’t be around other kids. I understand that the reason
he doesn’t do the right thing is because he doesn’t really understand the
consequences of acting out, and what it’s doing to his life in the long run.
I also know that he is acting out because something is going on at home.
When I saw the young lady fighting, I knew that a kind of spiritual
warfare was taking place within her that had spilled out into the streets
and the school grounds. Her fighting is likely a cry for help. You see when
I was a young man, my cousin was being raped by her step-granddad and
she and her grandmother were living in fear. She was also raped by our
next-door neighbor. But people only found out that these things were
going on because my cousin was acting out and her grades went from all
A’s to Ds & Fs. So it is to my understanding that when women act out it is
often because something is going on that can’t be explained because of
fear or embarrassment. I also know that when you turned her away you
sent a her into a life on the streets, full of murder, rape, teenage pregnancy,
gun violence, domestic violence, jail, prison, death, drug dealing, and
even drug use.
Ms. Dozier, those streets, and the bad choices that lead us there, are our
number one killer. Your school is full kids who come from broken homes
and long lines of bad choices. We must fight for their lives.
Ms. Dozier, it is high times to fight for them and to show our young
black and brown youth that we may look different and come from different
communities, but we have much in common. We must be a part of the
solution to our shared problems.
I truly hope to open up a constructive conversation with you about
real solutions. Thank you for hearing me out and for being a voice for the
voiceless. Stopping the violence and the school-to-prison pipeline must
be our mission. But we must understand that it is going to take all of us,
as a community, to solve this epidemic and that, most of all, we have to
put God first as we take up this fight. I sincerely thank you for your time
and may god bless you and our community.
Sincerely,
Samuel Karim

Open Letter
by Albert Kirkman
Dear Cousin Jhari,
I pray this letter finds you well. I write to you to let you know that I’m
proud of the young man that you’re becoming. At the age of 13 years old
you’ve accomplished a lot, modeling, playing sports and doing well in
school.
I’m sure your mom is proud of you too. As a single mother, she sacrifices
a great deal to keep you from “the streets.” Before you were born, your
mother lost her brother to street violence. This is why she’s so protective
of you. As long as you are a black male living in America you have to be
vigilant of the traps that society tries to set for you. I feel it’s my duty to
share some of traps that I have experienced because I love you and I don’t
want you to become another Trayvon Martin or Tamir Rice. It’s sad that
after all these years of struggling to overcome slavery and finally electing
a black president, we still have to deal with the ignorance of some whites
and their white supremacy mind set. Some of these people are authority
figures. Some are police. Others are judges. And they’re looking for a reason
to shoot us or lock us away. But we don’t have to give them that reason, if
we make the right choices in life.
For example, when I was in school I barely went to class. All I did was
run the hallways trying to chase females. See what I mean about bad choices? I now know that without a good education you cannot get anywhere
in life. When I used to run the streets with my friends selling drugs and
gang banging I did not know that this would lead me to the penitentiary.
Cuz, you have to watch the company you keep because everyone who says
they’re your friends might not really be a friend. Real friends don’t want
to see you get into trouble. The penitentiary is a booming business; the
more prisoners they can keep locked up, the more money the government
21
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makes. They’re even selling prison stocks on the stock market. Little Cuz,
I want you to think about what I’ve written. Continue to do well in school
and remember to be watchful for the traps.
Peace and Love,
Albert Kirkman

Open Letter
To: My Brother
by Patrick Palaggi
I am thankful for our conversations and your continual support in
all I endeavor to do. As you are aware, I am writing this for a spring 2015
class. The assignment is to revisit Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s dream in
this moment.
I’ve been troubled by the question. How can a white man write about
the African American fight for equality in America? How do I attach myself
to such yearning? How do I describe the desire to become whole and not
be equated as a fraction without any human significance?
I’ve delved into these questions by examining my feelings of suffering
twenty-eight years of incarceration, and counting. Having to endure the
injustice of a natural life sentencing, being stripped of my citizenship,
dignity, and the constitutional freedoms of life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness, has created a cruel sense of inferiority. I’m crushed at being
ostracized from society and the attempt to strangle the life that is in me.
As a result, I can deeply feel and appreciate Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s
“Letter From Birmingham Jail” and his desire for desegregation, equality
and freedom for the entirety of the African American community.
While I contemplate his letter, I am troubled by the images that invade
my thoughts. Though there are more truculent instances of racism than
this in Dr. King’s letter, this one wrests my soul from its perch and steals
the breath: “… when you suddenly find your tongue twisted and your
speech stammering as you seek to explain to your six-year old daughter
why she can’t go to the public amusement park that has just been advertised on television; and see tears welling up in her little eyes when she is
told that Funtown is closed to colored children; and see the depressing
clouds of inferiority begin to form in her little mental sky, and see her begin
to distort her little personality by unconsciously developing a bitterness
toward white people…”
I’m reminded of Matthew McConahay’s character in the movie A Time
23
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To Kill, when he asks the jury to close their eyes while he tells the story
of a little black girl who had been repeatedly raped, beaten, thrown over
a bridge, and left to die by two white men. He then tells them to imagine
her as a little white girl.
How can anyone who denies others the simple freedoms that are the
foundation of American pride imagine themselves to be of good character?
How can America call itself a United Nation when we multiply by division?
Dr. King’s declaration that “justice delayed is justice denied” speak to
the continual denials by appellate justices in my case that have failed our
father’s hope of seeing his youngest set free. Hope did not fail our father;
the mercy of death interceded.
I can only imagine that, for African Americans, justice delayed was a
rueful act to deny what is owed to a people who were subjugated, illegally,
and beyond all reason and moral conscience. Evil is a horrible cancer that
eats beyond the flesh of its host and becomes a crippling parasite.
Injustice necessitates debate and Dr. King’s demonstrations and his
resolution to end this cultural divide was a call for justice and a expression
of the standards by which every Christian and non-Christian in America
should live. He does not call upon us to live according to his standards,
but those greater than himself. Like secrets, his words cut-to-the-quick
as they revealed to us our own hypocrisy.
Socrates too challenged those in his day to think beyond societal norms
and to examine the meaning of virtue itself. Similarly, Dr. King challenged
his fellow clergymen, as well the American people, to examine archaic
segregationists’ ideologies and to progress beyond the bondage of hate
and exclusion.
His outline of the four steps necessary to successful non-violent resistance is a testament to true and right action: 1) Collection of facts; 2)
Negotiation; 3) Self-purification; and 4) Direct action. Well thought out,
peaceful demonstration, which also examines the heart of the protestor
and his reasons for protesting the ideologues of an unjust society, must
receive the utmost attention because it insists that we confront any fraud
within our own hearts.
Dr. King’s words, “Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere”
is a perfect motto for those of us who desire what is just and right in life.
There is also warning in Dr. King’s letter that he offers on the basis of
his experience battling violence in the African American community. As
he so eloquently writes, “there comes a time when the cup of endurance
runs over, and men are no longer willing to be plunged into an abyss of
injustice where they experience the bleakness of corroding despair. I hope,
sirs, you can understand our legitimate and unavoidable impatience.”
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These words are echoed in Krista Franklin’s poem, “Manifesto, or Ars
Poetica #2”:
I believe that children are the future: love them now or meet them at
dusk at your doorstep, a 9mm in their right hand & a head noisy
as a hornet’s nest later. Your choice.
It is our responsibility to educate ourselves. It is also our responsibility to educate others. If we fail, our communities fail. When our
communities fail, our country fails.
Again, I find myself with the questions. Is it too much to ask for
equality? Is it too hard to treat another as your equal? Pain and
death have no preference, we all will die. Likewise, suffering is
not prejudicial, it sleeps on every doorstep.
The Native Americans were forced from their homes and have
endured colonization and a new way of life.
Hitler tried to make the Jew extinct.
Africans were enslaved, many were murdered.
Women and children are sold into sex trade.
Kings became tyrants.
Rome conquered most of Europe, and fell.
David slew Goliath.
And Cain slew Abel.
It seems that we are all related. We are all married to suffering
and death.
If we can all relate to these aspects of life then why can’t we relate to
each other? Sammy Davis Jr. made me laugh, so did John Candy. I’m thankful to them both. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. had a dream. I have a dream. I
share the dream of a more just world. I share in the laughter offered by our
comedians, and I share in the grief over the murders of Trayvon Martin,
Michael Brown, Freddie Gray, etc. etc. etc.; May the etc. stop soon!
My love to you my brother,
Patrick

Freddie’s Dead
by Ricky Patterson
Freddie’s dead, is what I said as I watched high school kids and police
in riot gear with bricks on the back streets in Baltimore Maryland. If it
were not for the writing at the bottom of the screen I would have believed
I was watching footage live from Palestine. As the bricks fell from the sky
with disdain the police hastily retreated. Leaving this surreal moment
forever seared in America’s collective consciousness, I pondered the true
state of the union.
As all fathers do I dream of the intelligence, talents, and potential
of my children coming to fruition to make God’s world a better place.
However, as a Black man with Black children I fear that, as a people and as a
nation, we are leaving our children an inheritance of hate, rage, and selfish
consumerism. Will their future be as clearly pockmarked and divided as
our histories? These unchanging questions are what transformed this
country into a lit powder keg in the 1960s. 50 years later, as unarmed
Black men and women are killed, the fuse has been lit again. I only pray
this time when the flames are put out the new growth will bloom with
fruits of our knowledge, wisdom and understanding for all, instead of the
government conspired weeds that spread the drug epidemic that stifled
our communities and for decades threatened those Black lives we shout
matter today.
The death of Mr. Freddie Gray in Baltimore galvanized the people who
have been purposefully left behind by their city, state, and nation, left to
fend for themselves in festering disenfranchised ghettos with conditions
so squalid they resemble a third world country. Young men like Mike
Graham have left schools that are so inferior they lack basic 21st-century
educational tools such as computers and afterschool programs. Yet as
a country we invest more money each year into the prison industry to
punish our kids rather than to educate them.
As the crowds of protesters, rioters, and looters, poured into the
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streets after Mr. Gray’s funeral service they mourned for opportunities
and broken promises, yet deliberately fight for hope. So, excuse me if I
smirk as the authorities retreat with broken shields from the youth they
usually target or prey on. Policing for profit has become the new Black
codes of the 21st-century. I stress policing for profit as cities such as New
York, Los Angeles, and Chicago have been found liable for violating the
constitutional rights of Black citizens. These police forces illegally target
African-Americans in their communities through stop-and-frisk policies.
According to Marilyn Mosby, State’s Attorney for the city of Baltimore,
such laws and policies in Baltimore led to the illegal arrest of Freddie Gray
on April 12, 2015 and ultimately to his death on April 19, 2015.
I surfed from channel to channel on the seas of TV news stricken with
insomnia. My dry eyes refusing to blink in disbelief as reporter after
reporter tries to drop a clue into the undercutcurrent of discrete racism.
African-American youth are called hoodlums and street punks instead of
“nigger.” This undercurrent focused on Freddie Gray’s garden-variety illegal pocketknife, hinting that he was armed and dangerous. Authorities have
the right to confront the situation with deadly force, and those protesting
thugs, and marching leaders, are the core root of the problem.
Sadly, a large part of this nation sympathizes with the blatantly negligent officers while condemning those who looted and torched businesses such as CVS. Of course CVS was the only national store chain in
the neighborhood. They failed to take a panoramic view of the situation,
and focus their attention on today’s charred debris, instead of yesterday’s
policies and procedures that have gutted services throughout inner cities
like West Baltimore. These communities are now economic ghost towns,
destitute of new development and progressively poor for decades. They are
festering sores plagued by crime. Far too often the drug trade is the main
economic force in these communities. Communities that are surrounded
by the taste and the smell of excess, just outside their grasp. We tell these
youth to pull themselves up, to stay crime free, so they can partake in
societies delicacies, yet we offer them no access. We offer them no way to
win, and for too long their hopes and dreams have fallen to the pavement
as the nation stands coldly by. Oligarchs prosper from their oppression,
and their pain and their lack of opportunity.
As America is such a wealthy nation its citizens should not live in food
deserts where common fresh produce such as tomatoes and oranges are
either unavailable or highly priced. In these disenfranchised sectors of
cities across the United States, African-Americans lead the nation in
new cases of HIV, and also disproportionately experience heart attacks,
strokes, diabetes, and more. Our neighborhoods are prime locations for
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cheap big-box stores such as CVS. Do you still ponder why these neighborhoods burn? With the breakdown of services in our neighborhoods,
we are captive audience for a closed shop market. Inner-city real estate
consists predominantly of liquor stores and fast food joints that are mainly
owned by people who do not live in the community and do not benefit
the community. Economic resources are spent outside the neighborhood
instead of where they are desperately needed.
Yet, there is something wrong with the youth when they demand equal
opportunity and act out against the system that continuously denies them
access to opportunity while tightening the noose of suppression. To blame
these youth for reacting with undirected violence is to blame the fire for
burning once the match has struck. The only reason these riots are a big
deal is because the natives have chosen to focus their violence, their rage
and their disappointments on our broken and archaic system. I say the
system is broken because in cities across America such as Baltimore, it
is not uncommon to find neighborhoods where it is easier to purchase
crack or heroin than a cucumber. It is time to realize the bricks falling
from the smoke filled sky are cries for change. Big knowledge meant the
black lives such as Freddie Gray’s do matter. It is time to realize that there
must be a revolution of values where the ignorant chains of racism are
broken, and wisdom, knowledge, and understanding can come to the
forefront to usher in peace.
In closing I pray you all see that Baltimore gives us that rare opportunity
to both see and understand that it does not matter the color of your skin.
As three black men and three white officers have been indicted for the
slaying of Freddie Gray, their hearts are anchored to a broken system,
white and black. The system produces violence, which leads to the death
of too many of our youth. Violence that causes smoke arises from ghetto
to ghetto across America. The people shout: enough is enough.
These shouts were heard by the State’s Attorney in Baltimore who announced a plethora of charges against the officers. These officers acted deliberately and indifferently to Freddie’s health and safety. The key charges
are second-degree depraved murder. A charge is not a conviction but it is
a start. It is a point where the oppressed can begin to take an active role
in our own spiritual mental and economic liberation. May God bless the
great family and may justice become an inclusive human right.
“The oppressed must be their own example in the struggle for
redemption”
—Paulo Freire

Open Letter
by Rayon Sampson
Dear Governor Rauner,
I am a man whose innocence has been ignored. However, my plight
is part of a much bigger picture. The prison system is fraudulent and
ineffective. I commend and thank you for your recognition of this fact.
There are changes that need to be made. The idea of correcting and
rehabilitating inmates has been lost in the politicking of conflicting interest groups. Throughout my incarceration, I have noticed a recurring
phenomenon. I have seen many long-term offenders, including myself,
take the initiative to rehabilitate ourselves. Despite many odds, we strive
to educate and better ourselves, mentally and spiritually. We try to mentor
the youth in order to prevent them from making the same mistakes that
we have made. We donate to various charity organizations.
Even with all these efforts, many of us feel that we have no voice in this
world. Many of us feel we are not truly living, just barely existing. “Truth
In Sentencing” laws have given us every reason to give up on life and to
give up hope. Educational programs are few and far between and there
are many hurdles when it comes to correspondence classes. It’s easy to
give up and to spend our life watching TV, sleeping and falling into the
negativity bred throughout the penitentiary.
Throughout the years, I have also seen many short-term offenders
repeatedly come and go. They do a few years and leave, only to return again,
not having learned their lesson. Despite receiving many chances in some
instances, they waste their time and do not take advantage of resources
that could help them. Meanwhile, many inmates who are longing for just
one more chance at life watch in frustration. Of course, not every shortterm offender becomes a repeat offender and not all long-term offenders
chose to rehabilitate themselves.
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So how can the inmates who are deserving of another chance be recognized? I remember during my court proceedings going through PreSentence Investigation. A mitigation specialist was assigned to my case.
His job was to research and gather information about my background and
to present this information to the court in order to help determine my sentence. I think that instituting a similar a Past-Sentence Investigation may
help. But instead of using a mitigation specialist, a committee comprised
of correctional officers, counselors, and select citizens should be formed.
This committee would then evaluate each inmate on a individual basis
over a period of time. Once all the information about that inmate’s efforts
at rehabilitation, his behavior record, and statements from people who
come in contact with the inmate has been accumulated, a report should
be presented to the inmate’s sentencing judge. Then the judge should be
granted the discretion to adjust the inmate’s sentence.
I envision this program serving as a motivation for many inmates. In
addition, prisons would be made safer because such a program would
offer an incentive for good behavior and productivity. Education would
become a priority in prison funding and many satellite programs would
emerge as a result. Communities would also benefit because a program
of this kind would produce inmates who are better prepared to re-enter
society. It would also contribute to the reduction of the recidivism rate
and prison overcrowding.
I hope that you will consider this idea. I truly believe that a program
like this would motivate and give hope to inmates who feel they have been
given up on by society. I pray that, moving forward, we can come together
as a community and restore more men back to the role of useful citizens.
Cordially,
Rayon Sampson

Complete Separation
by Daniel Scott
In his notes on the State of Virginia in 1785, Thomas Jefferson wrote:
[Blacks] should be colonized to such place as the circumstance of
the tome should render most proper, sending them out with arms
implements of house hold and the handicraft arts, seed, pairs of
useful domestic animals etc. to declare them a free and independent
people and extend to them our alliance, and protection till they shall
have acquired strength.
I have no respect for Thomas Jefferson or any of America’s “founding
fathers.” They raped my ancestors of their humanity and deprived me, an
African descendant, of a dignified culture and history. Yet on the subject of
Black freedom and independence through colonization, Thomas Jefferson
got it right. Blacks in America will never be free and independent until we
completely separate from white society. We will never be free until we live
in our own land governed by our own institutions. We’ve tried integrating
with the children of our former slave masters and it has produced nothing
but Black inferiority and Black impotence.
After the singing of the Emancipation Proclamation, Blacks attempted
to rise from the degradation of slavery into a unified people worthy of
respect. We built our own towns, businesses and elected our own into
political position that would have eventually planted our feet firmly on
American soil, not as slaves, but as a dignified, powerful race of people.
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Open Letter
by Marvin Williams
Dear Son,
Queontay, I never thought that I would be writing to you on your 18th
birthday behind a brick wall in a state prison where I am held against my
will. I am very sorry for not being there for you when you needed me. I
wish I had given you a better chance of accomplishing your dream.
I do not blame anyone for my being here. I write to share some lessons
learned through real life experiences which I pray will aid you as you
continue on your journey through life. When someone loves you sincerely,
they have high expectations of you, and they want you to feel like failure is not an
option. I understand you’ve made mistakes in life that you are not proud of. I will
not give up on you. I write to let you know that there is a better way.
Queontay, growing up I found myself being attached to things my
mother couldn’t afford. Not understanding at that age, I felt denied. I
felt as if I wasn’t loved because I didn’t possess these material things.
A lot of Black men find ourselves in complicated situations due to the
material things that we desire in life: money, clothes, cars, jewelry, a big
house, and a few women. I’m trying to obtain all this, chasing it. It’s all
an illusion.
Everyone wants nice belongings, but what matters is how we obtain them.
Illegal activities aren’t the way. Everyday you see the aftermath of bad choices;
you were given probation. The State’s Attorney now believes you’re a part
of the criminal justice system, and that you won’t finish high school. I
fell victim to this tactic, and bought into that assumption. I didn’t finish
my high school degree. My lack of education created a sense of emptiness. Together these mean no employment. Unemployment leads back
to criminal activity and to prison. I wish I had someone to explain to me
the “trap” I’m explaining to you.
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Son, “struggle” to me means to make strenuous or violent efforts in the
face of difficulty. To proceed with difficulty or with great effort. When your
mother gave birth to you, she struggled with great pain despite the difficulties of childbirth. She wanted to bring you forth from the darkness of her
womb to the light. This was her desire. So we know hard work pays off.
In closing, it is not in our nature to appreciate anything that comes
too easily. Often, only when these things are taken away do we appreciate
them.
Do what you need to do to stay happy and free.
Love,
Dad
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